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Medical reports show:

Women feel the cold more than men
A long-held belief has finally been proven: biologically speaking, women feel colder
both more easily and more often than men. This is because the temperature of their
epidermis drops more quickly than a man’s, while at the same time their insulating
subcutaneous fat (women generally have 10% more than men) makes it harder for
them to warm up their skin again. As for men, their bodies have proportionally more
muscle mass, which warms the body. Dr. Mats Agnvall is convinced after having
studied the research.
Dr. Mats Agnvall practices in Åre, and became interested in this subject after having fielded many
questions from patients who felt that women had a tendency to ”freeze” more than men, especially in
their legs and behinds. He read through current research and found two articles, among others, in the
prestigious medical journal The Lancet* that supported both his and his patients’ understanding of the
issue: yes, women do feel the effects of the cold more than men.
-

”I can state that there is biological evidence for why women feel the cold more than men.
Women store their ”core” warmth in their internal organs longer, but get cold more easily. This
is due to subcutaneous fat, muscle mass and hormonal cycles. Women can lower their
epidermal temperature by up to 3 degrees more than men do. Simultaneously, their relatively
larger amount of subcutaneous fat lengthens the time it takes for their skin to warm up again.
Men’s muscle mass, which they have proportionally more of than women, acts as an extra
body warmer. And in addition, body temperature can vary up to one-half degree during a
menstrual cycle, which also affects temperature sensitivity,” says Dr. Mats Agnvall.

Skhoop’s founder Sissi Kewenter, the brain behind the ”Åre Skirt” and the popular insulated cover skirts
that warm and simplify winter life for women, welcomes the new findings:
-

”When I came up with the idea for cover skirts in 1999, my friends and I had become tired of
our legs and behinds feeling really cold. Our male friends, however, didn’t seem to feel nearly
as cold as we did. For a long time now, I’ve believed that women are generally more sensitive
to the cold than men, but haven’t seen any real proof for this besides the fact that Skhoop’s
insulated cover skirts and other warm garments are in high demand, both in Sweden and
internationally. So naturally, it feels uplifting to finally see it on paper in black and white, that
there is actually a biological reason for why men’s’ and women’s’ bodies react differently to the
cold – and being able to participate and contribute in defrosting women’s frozen behinds feels
really good,” says Sissi Kewenter, founder and designer at Skhoop.

Åre-based Skhoop was the first company to sell the functional outdoor skirt, and Skhoop’s first collection
together with global leader Gore WINDSTOPPER® material is currently available in shops. Gore
WINDSTOPPER® allows the garments to withstand wind, snow and cold, while still providing maximal
breathability.

For more information and photos, please contact:
Sissi Kewenter, sissi@skhoop.se, +46 (0)70-850 52 14.
Dr. Mats Agnvall, +46 (0)70-571 54 04.

* Sources: Dr. Nigel Taylor, University of Wollongong, School of Health Sciences, The Lancet
Physiology Professor Michael Tipton, University of Portsmouth, The Lancet
Researcher Mark Newton, University of Portsmouth

Skhoop is a Swedish trademark based in Åre since 1999. Skhoop designs and produces clothes and
accessories for women and girls. Sissi Kewenter invented the Original Skirt -“Årekjolen”- in
connection with the creation of the trademark. The collection has expanded, currently including many
different models of insulated cover skirts, down coats, merino products and accessories. All of the
product design and development takes place in Åre, and the garments are always rigorously tested in
our forests and on our mountains.
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